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PROGRAM

Chronologic (2013)  Eric William Barnum (b. 1979)
Lift Boy (1934)  Benjamin Britten (1913-1976)
Dies Irae (2014)  Ken Steven (b. 1993)
Anthony O'Daly (1939)  Samuel Barber (1910-1981)
From Heaven Distilled a Clemency (2005)  Tarik O'Regan (b. 1978)

from Triptych

I've Been in the Storm So Long (2020)  Arreon Harley-Emmerson

Leon DeShields, conductor

Constellation (2010)  Frank Ticheli (1958)

I. From the Sea
II. The Falling Star
III. There Will Be Stars

Benjamin Gonczi, conductor

Noche de Lluvia (2000)  Sid Robinovitch (b. 1942)

Benjamin Gonczi, conductor

Peace Song (2018)  Tim Brent
PERSONNEL

Anthony Adamo
Scott Andrews
Ashley Attieh
Emily Bachl
Riley Bell
Elyse Blaier
Ryan Boody
Victoria Bressler
Georgia Canty
Autumn Capes
Dario Cinaglia
Chase Correll
Xander Costas
Leon DeShields
Jeremiah Epting
Noah Farnsworth
Owen Fresolone
Amenah Ghani
Shaun Gibbons
Leia Gibson
Benjamin Gonczi
Alondra Gonzalez
Ryan van Hilst
Evelyn Husta
Kelly Irwin

Sofia Kachianos
Bri Keller
Kayla Kirchenberg
Previn Langham
Johnathan Leest
Zoe Lipkin
Brianna Loughlin
Noah Mumert
Abigail Murray
Emmie McBride
Max Niedziejko
Rebecca Pimble
Elijah Robertson
Spencer Sacrey
Sarah Scatena
Will Schwantes
Carson Stadler
Carter Steffen
Maddy Testa
Jordan Viszocki
Thomas Waggner
Gage Walker
Meaghan Walsh
Alyssa Wronski